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The dissertation includes a critical essay on Jorie Graham's "The

Guardian Angel of the Little Utopia and a full-length collection of poetry

entitled Moonlight in Quota. The essay is a critical examination which argues

that Graham's poems question Western anthropocentric thought through her

constant arrangement of particular images (flowers, yellow sky, leaves) and her

subsequent questioning of such intellectual and linguistic arrangements. Graham

grapples with ideas of perception, questions the historical concepts of truth and

knowledge, and engages in linguistic play both musically and imagistically.

The book of poems entitled Moonlight in Quota is also a questioning

of anthropocentric tendencies in Western thought. Largely, the poems indicate

my own desire to write poems which push language to new and exciting limits

and exciting limits in an effort to follow Ezra Pound's adage to "make it new."

The poems also strive to depict the intrinsic value in diversity and cross-

cultural communications/explorations, and show that a portrayal of such themes

does not preclude an intense interest and devotion to aesthetics and craft. The

manuscript includes three sections. Each section is tied together by some

overriding theme or persistent image: 1.) forgetting, Mexican-American border

scenes 2.) poverty and faith shown through images of marginalized characters

3.) Artistic creation as a means for the survival for the "other."
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THE VINEYARD

I have always been told to forget
the Mexican border, the dusty cumbia
dances, my mother's calico apron.

I have always been told to deny the sound
of a tin can clanking for pesos,
the way a throat can thirst
with a need to sing such things.

How could have I dismissed the thin
stalks which shot from the rocky hills
every few feet, their dryness
yellow against the sun?

I can remember this lush vineyard.
My dull head murmurs.
Barbed wire crucifies vines across
wooden slats in the perfect weather.
The grapes, smaller than expected,
hang above the raked ground.
Seedless, feigning a deliberateness
out of their tangled growth.

A still-life; they bob in the wind endlessly
in the acreage of their insignificance.
Each grape glistens its festive particularity.
A thin-skinned bareness
before the world. White-wine,
pleasure-giver, sexy laze.
A broken sprawling reigned in.
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QUINCEANERA

Fifteen year old girls' ovaries
flower at a Catholic Quinceanera.
An Easter basket lies
beneath weeping willows. Brown ladies
sit and gossip in broken English,
eat chips and gulp Coca-Colas.
Seven maidens adorned in soft
gowns watch her lone white veil uplift
and womanhood is revealed in high
cheekbones and father's nervous glance.
Dancing to mad "cumbias" they hear
the Pueblo's native dance in the drums
of discontent.
One girl with long brown hair
falling behind her soft sway back,
watches, knowing her belly is hard
and round,
already.
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AMBITION

Danny Lopez was so dark that some thought he was black.
His eyes were wide and wild.
When he ran, his short frame's stride heated the streets.
Sweat trickled down his bony face, and his throat
lumped with desire, the race, the win.

We used to sit on the hood of my parents' car,
gaze at the stars. He would win state,
dash through the flagged shoot in Austin,
get a scholarship to Auburn, escape the tumbleweeds,
the dirt floors of his pink adobe home, his father's rage.
We were runners.

Our thin bodies warmed with sweat, and the moon was round
with dreams of release. We lived a mile from the border;
the Tigua Indian drums could be heard in the cool evenings.
Our rhythmic hopes pounded the dusty roads, and the chollos
with slicked hair, low-riders, were only a mirage.

We drove across the border, heavy voices, drunk
with dreams, tequila, and hollow fears. We ran
trans-mountain road, shadows cast cold shivers
down our backs in the hundred-degree sun.
Danny ran twenty miles, finished, arms raised
with manic exhultation.

The grassy course felt different beneath his spikes,
and the gun's smoke forgotten in the rampage of runners.
His gold cross pounding his chest to triumph, his legs
heedless to pain, his guts burning.

Neither of us return to the cement underpasses,
graffiti, and dry grass. Though I know
the drums still beat when we look at the stars,
and our eyes flicker with ambition.

Brown children in tattered shorts still beg for pesos,
steal palmagranites and melons.
Young men with sweaty chests and muddy pants
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AMBITION (stanza cont.)
ask my mother for work, food
passage to that distant win.
somewhere on the other side of Texas.

Today the green trees are wet with rain,
and I am too lazy to run. The desire to run my fingers
down an abdomen tight with ambition, is shaky, starved.
My lungs swelling each step of the course.

It's been too long since I've crossed that border,
drank that tequila, screamed victorious
at the mountain. The stars seem small tonight,
they don't burst over the sky like they did back then.

These poems, these books don't ravish me
the way Danny could, the way the race could.
His accented English, broken on the wind, and his run,
his lean darkness, drove exhaustion to consummation.

The wind seems too humid in this preferred place,
and when I hear throaty Spanish spoken in the lushness,
I long for the grimy heat,
The Rio Grande's shallow passage,
the blue desert, and the slick legs of runners
along the smoggy highway--
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LAS ARENAS: SANDSTORMS

This is the silent labyrinth of forgetting,
the hush of doves disappearing.
Dignity hushed in the roll of tumbleweeds;
hurled directionless, moaning.

Sands pecked your hot skin; you were startled
by shadows. A fake truce drawn deep in caliche
with a rare stick. Cactus bloomed. Sad eyed loser,
you knew the rumors of your peoples' named failure.

Heard the drumbeats of Tiguas and their knowing--
The Guadeloupe's peaks jagged against stars,
and sandstorms stung you deep with shame.
As a child you ran to caves, felt bats burst

from shadows. You fled from storms, hid
from wild words, unbreathed the dry sadness
of Mexican mothers. You touched the salt-stained
tears of the unsayable

as you turned you back on their devotions.
Your heart now blue as the Rockies' feet.
Tried to speak Spanish, the round vowels,
dusty consonants drifted to air, fell as ashes.

Legends bloom between borders. Your healing
there--where the kiss of beginnings found its place
on your forehead. The grains caked to. your face--
You knelt, touched mystics beside fires, kissed

the bull's heaving chest as it gasped its last
arid breath. El Paso please
forgive the runaways, the self-exiled runners
imprinted on dawn, the rhymes of lost Mestizas;

Your ear bent to blue mountains and winds--
to quench the lost verbs dry in the back of my
throat.
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RISING FROM OUR UNSETTLED SLEEP

The stars in New Mexico seem closer to the moon;
the altitude secreting away a breath, kissing all too human shows.

A streak of gray clouds etched on the night sky,
and a glow without human features hunted by a streetlight.

Once I saw hollow dark cheeks on that moon,
the quiet sleep of a city below its serenity; a tossing rage

beneath blankets. A wide-eyed cat chased crickets,
and the sky moved, or was it me?

Cesar Chavez lay buried in a pine box in the earth
of forgotten beginnings. I felt a certain shedding

of pretenses, fingers caress my clenched jaw.
I see Bobby Kennedy in a pool of blood

beside Latino shoes. Have you ever wanted
to pack a white man in your shoes?

The king of the fields had Uranus in his pocket,
a silver slice of sky etched in his eyes. He rose

from Sal Si Puedes, the barrio, stood on the balcony
of Our Lady of Guadalupe, raised his arms as Moses.

La Causa is more than water or purging pesticides.
Cesar's hunger strike sweats proud beneath blankets.

His head heavy with loss and the full-bellied laughter
of the deaf beyond our borders.

Are you disgusted with the half-shut eyes of such sorrow?
We all bleed heavier when the moon is full--the stars drawn

to our empty needs. We all eventually tear the skin off grapes,
suck the juice from rebellious angels. Thier palms
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splotched red; the fertile earth plucked whole by callused hands.
Here, tonight as the breeze brushes my brief interlude

of repetitive motions, I catch a shadow of your need:
the static of a broken radio.

There is always something to burn. I am looking
for your face in tremors beneath all the blaming.

Perhaps I've earned this orgasmic moan of learning.
I'm falling and so are you? Soon our mirrors will be shards;

we will bleed beyond ourselves, cross a bridge into Juarez.
See a bull dying with its eye unblinking, and gasp.
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SIDEWAYS GLANCE

Lisa Vega and her dried brown marijuana.
The tilt of her head beneath the lonely tree,
she unrolled papers and smoked the dull stuff,
the dusty desert moaned, weeds grew to jewels.
There was no affection for graffiti,

and the smoke helped her feel less ashamed.
Lisa Vega, a bottle in her pocket,
her brown glazed eyes saw the future outside
herself The Mexican-cumbia, her body
once brushed against mine. Keg-parties, cholos.

Slacks slipped down thin young hips.
Who knew a zipper could cause such bliss? We died
on St. Mary's avenue, the houses slick
in the moon's sorrow. Henry and his glue-sniffed
celebratory songs, the way he stayed

in school for years. Born on the border we heard
the world lie in shadows. Felt clouds sly past.
The sidewalks cracked. Her black hair tied back,
a sandstorm of tales. She knew revenge, blood
pooled at Ignacio's feet. Riverside,

pregnant, two kids later, her lips quivered.
The slick-sweat of never knowing she knows,
more than a word-test, than an easy smile.
The clump and clank of forgetting her fate:
The books we murmur tend to forget the sand

hot against her face, the way she can sing silence.
I see the big-dipper, Jesus' waxed
candle face glowing on her bed-stand,
how tequila shimmers in her eyes'
sideways glance.
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WATERRUN

I never took loosing well. It always burned,

ready to ignite grackles to rage.

I see mi abuelito shirtless in the desert, pointing
to clouds,cactus, rocks, and always the dirt

I once ran wildly through the desert,
and finished with my knees bent,

hands on a narrow waist. I spewed
the water my grandfather told me to hold

in my mouth out with a gasp.

I spit it hard into the blue wind,

watched it soak into the dirt.
To run, hold water, without gasping,

without giving into the instinct to swallow--
leads one to appreciate each breath;

I remember the wise rhythmic moves
of elders, the sublte curves of their smiles.

It has all passed, as everything does,
broken and dry.

My grandfather's bare chest,
the glint in his brown eyes.

His obsession with hiking mountains,
picking up smooth rocks,

rubbing his thumbs over them.
The narrow stream high in the mountain--

where he would sit, poke a stick into the current
has faded, moved to the blue bell of fog
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over a dead sea. My step-father's tendency
to flick ashes out the car window, the hot burn

returning to the back seat, pecking my face;
my fury always silent, always running

has also begun to turn.
Abuelo, trickster, shaman of my soul.

He walks the desert at sunset, sees water
always return to earth, unbroken.
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A DEAF MAN SELLS KEY CHAINS TO HEAVEN

In the poverty of dusty border towns,
where the silenced singers cannot change
the way the river thins and dries, the ghosts

of pesos dry in the hands of beggars.
The deaf man sells key chains,
rounds the cafe's tables begging for food.

There, I found myself cold as space
about the moon. It's no secret, the hush
of the sky's ebb and flow, the self's inner ear.

The silent drumming of fingers take in distances.
The leaves go unseen, the way August steams
past him. His body never arriving, always fleeing

from itself in some beautiful agony. The heavy trot
of sidewalk steps. The lone street of existence
paced; each pebble hated. He becomes the route.

The slick sweat cleanses his body.
His slow walks unstring a greasy sky.
He smokes himself in corners with liqueur stars

for eyes, glints madly against the moon,
knows not how to be still in things.
On this wind tossed sunset he refuses to sing;

his palm callused against the stained counter.
How can one love the chattered silence of denial?
So loud and timbered with a spirit of distrust.

The clunk of quarters; the cook says he's a con.
I bought a key chain from him, watched

him walk straight into the horizon's moon.
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THE UNSPEAKABLE SORROW

A cracking gun, the blood of Mexicans
pools into a crimson moon, yet no one moves.

A woman there, coughs, as if breath were
a luxury. The sewage camaflauged, contained?

The breeze scrapes her face, the solemn smog
wafts over a refinery. Graffiti goofs on cement.

The Rockies' blue feet trace the sky irregular.
Angelica begs for quarters and pesos.

High cheeks bones, tan legs, a skirt,
dust-blown and torn. Her eyes two pits

of dissonance. Cardboard shanties,
sweet gloom, the clowning face of a boy

with no legs--too simple says the man
with alligator shoes, a silver tie,
the most expensive artsy guitar.

It was a very loud hush. The way
the woman was painted as shadows

or better yet, sung as a play of words,
a hushed tone of eloquence.

How the wind was dry and indifferent.
How her voice spilled alluvium.
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LA FRONTIERA 's NOBLEAN

Militia slaughtered a Mexican boy.
His goats wandered to a muddy bank,
their tongues dribbled as the politicians' do.

The moon glow-- warm winter.
A wordless fallen man, flashlight gleam
across his son's bloodied chest. The are places
in the desert where poems can speak
the night.

We cannot leave the heavy tones alone,
our throat-ravaged need to cry denied. Captain

Vere,
the tongue-tied wind pecks hard with sand.
The dust-dune of an eroded sea.
The Mexican border, a Delphic dawn obscured
with trickster-eyes.

The message always in the hawk's flight,
the smooth stones, worn without regret;
The hint of sorrow in the moon-glow
forgotten in the eyes of the poor.

My unspeakable need to be ambitiously naked
on the blood-soaked sands, praise
a people who believe in sun-flamed lives.

A sacrifical red-pooled birthright
to straggle. Knife-Hush, the radio-static is sad.

The Rio Grande's sludged bank, clumps, falls.
The river thins. Subterranean it is, the silent dawn
of the unsung dead. The ode for Pueblo, Navajo ...

A boy's black curls cluster red,
a dry brown deliverance to the earth.
The quizzing look of a sheriff, his felt hat,
the official seclusion of morning's light.
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THE POVERTY OF WANT
My mother knows not of dreams,
they churr as blackbirds,
whisper in her left ear.
She has lived and died a thousand wants
her head dark tresses, her legs heavy--
This was the day we found only roses,
succulent and sturdy in the wind.

There is a correct way to do things,
a quiet way, fraught with compassion.
Yet, I have found myself grown hard
of necessity perhaps.

The open sky too bright, the barren pool
too deep with dirt, a tire, the slump
of a family--and rage.

The dust storm in the desert
with nowhere to go. I had run
this circle for years. My shins split,
my tears stolen. I find them, here,
my imperfections: the trembling voice
of a child, eyes gray, lips set
in a perpetual pout.

There is an image set in bruised flesh,
aging in want. The limp of poverty;
helplessness grown deep and early.
The fence has fallen, the mailbox tilts
itself to ground. Oh desert town,
weeded memories. Each man has become
cragged stone, unscupted blocks of scorn.
Some want repression, demand it.
Others scream into a valley of dusty faith.

Time to sing:

Only a stretched voice,
sad and thin as the wind, tangled as brush
knows there is beauty in sorrow--
A perfect height to the sun.
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THE ART OF BREATHING

A pink kite rising with the laughter of children.
It has been a while, my hollow fugue of forgetting.

I work to see bursts of colors, the swish of hawks,
how my labrador loves the silt sludge of gluck

and rainbows can shimmer on asphalt. My knuckles
tight about a glass, a syrupy swirl of black Russian.

Some nights I cream myself ice-white and silent.
My halloween mask, a painted face of childhood

want has led me to beg for touch in distanced songs.
There are gifts far from hoodlums and kings, far from

the blue mist of a martini glass. 1[ have a vision
of running with my sweaty palm tight about a string

to the sky. I am broken. My smile jagged and cut
as a jack-o-lantern smile. I sit here encased in glass

on a window sill of denial. We glisten in such melting;
It is hard to cry, and the yellow feathered willow

branches, the sway of leaves above the pale peeling
oak profess firmly in their fading. The twinge

in our throats sharp and endless, as if we were impaled
by a universe of burning stars and silent moons.
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REASSURANCE

It never goes away, the need to be more than shadow.
The mountainside's trees do not lean to the right.
They stand straight despite the slope,
and the morning is half-chilled as a response to dawn:

The threat of repetition.

I would rather share moonbeams than shadows,
drift in the fog of uncertainty than this,
the fearful need to be believed or seen.

"You should," he said, "receive."
I was too focused on my shoes,
the pattern they made against the sand.
I have always forgotten the day, dreamed up
the night.

The wind seemed glassy smooth,
the rest of his words lost in the flurry of yellow
leaves falling. I am lazy on the grass
sleeping.

I want to show him the curves along the mountain,
how the path leaves an initial against the sky.
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CILUDAD JUAREZ

The rumble, clank and hump of low-riders,
the dusty walkway along the border.
There are no mirrored malls strung with ivy.

Only a limping woman who has juiced
herself in menudo, pan dulce, steam:
oil-poison, thick smog licks hills grey-blue.

A desert of so many alibis.
Cardboard shanties slant to muddy river.
Red-beige sand listless in the sun's light.

A shoulder harness swinging an infant
over broken pavement. A beggar's palm
brown with want. In silt pants he hates to clean

windowshields, yards, scoffs at all things chain-link.
No irrigated leaves to rake, no hoe;
dust and desire simply growing old.

Quiet. The border is a lazy place:
straw sombreros, a chess-set's marble shine?
The hot wind pecks, burns a drowsy face.

Few fans are here; death sweats an old woman.
Her adobe house sinks between blue hills.
A runner glistens in his only pair

of polyester shorts, finds himself cold
beneath the bridge's shadow, the granite
crunch of expensive shoe soles, tires,
buyers.
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JADE

She's a transvestite with a brown sugar
abdomen, and when she walks
along the garbage stenched street, all boys,
all men, gaze at her tight buttocks. The torn
cut- off jeans shred over her tan legs.

She is the quintessential model,
tall, thin: brunette sadness.
Anorexic touchable high cheeks,
and those eyes brown beads of need.
Slipping between genders,

a tenderness, a hard muscular
togetherness. She swings her hips
as a pendulum of shameless youth,
and the hetero boys hurry to linger
behind her soft adrogynous ears.
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WEALTH AND POVERTY

This is not the first death; poppies wallow
in long dry grass.Clouds lost in the exhuast,
the turn of birds in the sky stunning us.

Lashes can't hide the lore of man-made things,
headlights, the unreproachable streetlight.
The poor need sorrow's beauty, and the slump
of poetry lays in the king's palm.

His body strapped in a golden robe. Silence
in a pauper's eyes, the rise of the moon.
I took no vows. I save no cities.

My mouth as yours, howling into the blare.
We drink too much beer. The fat pill dull-dazed.
It is unspeakable, the way roses
return, the way the stars grow small with age.
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THE DANCE OF 5 HAWKS: HER EYES

A hawk's wilderness,
in her eyes. The necessary hunt breathes into body

arches to sky.

The need to fly close to another
in a choreography of light and shadow

paints itself in the corner of her darting eye.

Desire: flight.

As Five hawks flee from eachother,
one heads south,

alone.
I watch her lazy coasts,

her unexpected golden return

to the other restless beasts.
An endless circle

or pendulum of lovers against the sun.

As the light shines from a fifth hawk's wings,
she too human disappears in Fall's

yellow-red need
to be hidden, then seen.

Drawn, to the most beautiful song

of loss and the trees.
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DIRGE

Images can die in shadows.
So I force myself to walk chilled mornings,
gaze the sun seeking to forgive.
And the way a massive heart dips--
The stars seem sparse lately.
I once gazed at a bursting sky
in a friend's green iris.

Rage is being plucked and ignored.

And betrayal is labeled weakness;
the furrowed brow of otherness.
And each street sign goes unread,
the trees weep along cracked sidewalks.

I had no context to sing,
no kisses to bring.

The turn of birds in the sky forgotten.
Each rising has known the red soil
of falling,
all too biblically.
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DAZZLED

Years of shadows, the side-way glance.
The widowed writings trailed,
and she came up behind me,
black curls slunk across her face.

We spoke of the ageless, and Jim moaned
that poetry was dead. The martini glasses
through smoke with a lazy need.

Have you recoiled from touch
with a nervousness?
The weather wet and the night crawled Scorpio
down her back. I breathed the lemon-gin

with a twinkle from my humbled cell.
Her hands cupped mine in an ethereal moan.
The drunken table pounded statements,
the beer pooled, slicked elbows,

and each hope strung in shadows,
the moon outside lit a new phase,
the delicate charge, and yes, it stopped:
a wish to be sunlit with critical reassurance.

Outside the cracked sidewalks,
the brush of leaves held more
than the literal infirmary. The legends,
the blurred wounds healed sublime.

Tulips gathered,
the leaves shook the dying sky.
Felt myself aflame, and gazed in her eyes'
hush. I wished into star-fire want,

fell deep into agitated burn.
She stood in a slick jacket, jaded paradise.
The cadaverous mouths of kings shrunk.
The wind slinks in the bar,

the open door championing the world.
23



DAZZLED (stanza cont.)

Each poem fell from the night with irrelevant force.
Only the making, the touch of her fingered
silence, the way her lips shone red phonetic.
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AN ATHEIST LEARNS TO PRAY

Maybe you found the moon sun-lit in black

space, gazed at Saturn's blue-red-gold prism.

Slow warmth in an empty universe--light

became your daily bread, night a starry
sacrifice. The way darkness paints and blots

havoc. We always return to beauty

after the abyss,bruised and cold, learning
that a rose open to May is golden.
There's nothing wrong with swinging our hips,

the way leaves chime each dawn. One learns virtue
from infants, a dog's thick ribbed breath, the rise
and fall of night.
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SOUL MUSIC

The lines could not hold her forever,
the wind-driven hair, eyes glazed over,
and she let herself down on the grassy plain--
No expected tune; the panicked pigeons
fluttered on the dusty road. Dappled
beasts, the waddled ease of forgetting.
Spring strummed in the soul
of the sixties, and the moan of leaves.
The clear cracked voice of songs vanished.
The lines could not hold her to dawn--
nightfall, old words, sweet rage of loss
flung on the pebbled ground, the palm-sting
of tumbled falls. She fell for the moon,
fell for the sun-flecked gaze in his eyes,
and gods how she could groove.
Have you seen a dark body glimmer art?
The way the backbone shades soft,
ripples beneath trees, and oh how could
one not climb into? Brown aureole
of memory, train of movement, the slow
churning of Africa. Watched her rise, the hip-
bone of Egypt, the soft hair of refrain.
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TIN

He pushes a grocery cart of cans and plastic bags.
A coffee stained ski-jacket puffs the wind.
He digs through the town's garbage, hands tremble
each aluminum penny. The tabs pop in his pocket.
The stars swell and pale.
He sees the future on billboard ads.
A harmonica moans
His arms slick
with the sweat of collecting. The hard eyes,
gnarled knuckles getting by. Sleeping alone.
Tin-Can Prince, Aluminum miser--
King of the backwards block, the streetlight
knows such defeat. His gaze rises and drifts
across the moon. His watchless thin wrist
shackled to Chiron's beautiful wound.
He smokes cigarette butts, lugs forgotten things.
Ambassador of the plastic bag,
soldier of old things.
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MORNING

At sunrise the heat is lost, and birds coast
before embered clouds. Their numbers speak mornings--
I envied the wings, the beginnings of the rising sun.
Those who come to mornings are gentle, they drift
in a summertime of movements. Where do they scatter

when the heat burns into dust, the scorched season
labors its way, bears down on their shoulders?
Ducklings ease into warm waters, soothed--
Swans swim the Vlatva a world away,
and sunshine is wild.

He spoke to me in atoms. Found myself young again,
the brush of his tongue in my ear,the salt of fingers circled
over my ribs. Vultures wandered over our dying;
their black eyes blinking survival, beauty.
We tossed our jeans beneath willows

in the hush and crinkle of leaves--
He gave himself to me, and though we pushed,
found we could believe in things unseen, kiss the mornings,
roll through meadowed heavens,
sanctified.

Eve's image sprung from earth, her bony jaw gasping
I-- Dreams of the first man scratching his chin,
the rough beard of centuries gray with age:
In my waking, I touched a naked man.
His hair was soft sunlit silence--

The original blessing was pink and wet on our lips.
The rhythm, the pulse, the desperate clutch of hands
in silent music beneath the sway of clouds.
Saw a guitar player tilt his head; his eyes shut
could see things, and I thought I heard him breathe,
"receive." We found ourselves imprinted on the dawn--
knew we would never come down.
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MIJO

I remeber your hard fist in a bully's gut,
how he rolled away. There was talk,
the crawl through our neighbor's window
for cash. We rode out that night
on a stolen harley, and the spray-paint
was sweet.Anger shook Mount Christo Rey,
the cross white and pale against the smog.
I remember raging laughter in the wind
with a wild touch of pain.
Reform school hounded you to hate.
I heard the crack of tio's belt buckle hard
on your ass when you were six. The wishing-pond,
knee-deep, how we rolled up our jeans in silly
thievery.Pennies for twinkles,
and how later huddled on hot Harley's
beneath freeways we crossed
the border with a swish of red-faced
tequila. Marijuana smoke drifted later
into my orderly books.You still knew
The slap-sting, and the cash register
popped and rang when you held sweet
authority. Tio beat you beneath a leafless tree,
into the vomit, we stared wide-eyed
at what was left of the worm. You hid
that bike beneath tumbleweeds
in a field of dusty dreams. Mescal-
burn, the sun, the way you had to run.
We prayed to wax icons, savored
the doughy host, found walls hard, unforgiving.
You see god's face on the metal sink of your cell.
Back-handcuffed facing the ground,
you sing to the thunder of spoons,
the booming voice of the gray faced guard
You still know what it means to be institutionalized,
la vida.
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THE JOY OF LEARNING

I am the leaves and drooping branches
which knit the skyline to asphalt streets.
I am the mad woman who walks below
the rain; the damp air grays a long road.

I am the dirt beneath callused feet,
the moon's cold shadow. I limp through
torn poems, beaten truths.
The dead Indian child, the one you named,

the schizophrenic who sees what is lost, the simple
dog panting between walls of intellect.
The metronome's stick cannot beat me?
Metaphors fall between measured walls,
a waterfall roaring.

I am the angry wind, the song of long
saddled pride. The whisper of those despised,
the Colloquial Kid, the menaced maze,
the product of noble lessons.
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A CONTINUANCE OF SILENCE

I brought myself down as moonbeams,
these roads paved in wet blackness,
and I glance to a roller-coaster
of blackbirds. I collect shames,
panic beneath incessant rains,
find myself lost in desire.
I half-hunt the claw- moon, soak

in nightfall's blue glow. I wrestle stars.
I cannot lick my finger and find
the direction of my chill which blows
past a peeling oak. Dangerous, blind-bird.

I rise in moons, take my name
from unknown fathers.
Subtlety has shamed me
to float into the cold space
about streetlights. We bind words
with distant sufficient sadness,
Run through moonbeams
and sing small suns:
our throats ravished, yet sweet.
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SLOW DANCING WITH FRANK PEREZ

I called him fish-lips. Frank was all bones,
dark. His knees sunk in at the sides.
You could mistake him for a runner.
When he kissed me, he barely opened
his mouth, the tip of his tongue peeped into
my mouth--two fish sucking rubbery lips.
Fumbling and leaping like salmon
into a glorious world. Its incalculable
madness and beauty still fresh.
Our breastless, peckless, hurried sway.
How my arches ached from moving tip-toed.
Our oafish knees and how the lyrics
hummed in meaningless pulses and tones.
A memory of the floor moving,
the ceiling aflame in colors. Each pain,
each trope, has bloomed to real meaning.
Frank never made it to twenty. He died
in a parachute accident--a broken lump
in red blood. I still see his black curls, eyes
two pits of dark innocence. And life is like this,
hurried and awkward--the way pride swells,
and need takes over, all weary desire.
The way those lost speak through an old song
that lives duende or heart and steam, knows
what it means to touch. The smooth lyrics
sting something more than sexy, each word
swells to images, implodes in icons.
Memory does this, helps us live
through all the cutting borders,
the aches of our return to bungling
knees and bony hips.
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SCYLLA

I thought I saw Lao Tzu playing cards
beside a forgotten ahstray.
And Scylla, plump in her rage--
a sorrowful downturn of red lush lips
taunting his smoky relaxed waiting,
his playful gaze into nothingness.

Each card returning so unexpectedly?
Her snake-hair rough and green against a light.
It was as if all the aches of humankind
sulked deep in her soaked skin,
drippled down her firm hip.

And karma,
well karma comes and goes as shadows,
flowers or morning. I thought I saw a goblin
against the tinted glass, and the night
shone on. I lost my one hat outside the bar,
slinked in with wet hair from the rain,
and I have learned to scowl, roar with the snap
of my wet hair. I always forget my umbrella,
hoping for sun. And Scylla looks down
at my poor shoes, my unmatched socks.

I believe she sees her image in the gold flecks
of my hard eyes. I too have grown snake-like
and proud, my teeth grow sharper each night.
There is a beauty in this ugliness;
a gift beneath the cursed blackness.
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THE ARTIST'S LOST SONG

I felt the day moon, moaned to the sun beam's proud
arrival. And the way the wooden fence creaks
in the cold wind; the unspeakable beauty of sorrow

crinkles in leaves, Autumn cliches its way to dawn.
The creep of skies heavy and unknowing,
the large rainbow dazzled and shone--

and here the kiss of morning air, the way you tilt, gaze
to early faded stars: You can never say good-bye,
the flickers of night deep in the flecks of sun burned

eyes. Somehow you half-healed the night, your tight-
clamped jaw loosens, your shoulders meaded by honey-wheat
and forgetfulness. It is hard to see more than the clean desk,

the acceptable song, the way each beat measures itself
in teaspoons of perpendicular dispassion. I saw you step
in a puddle of mud, the cement hard beneath your feet

cracked by clumps of grass. Sprawled and unacceptable,
some things; the hurl of a scream, the taste of forgetting
to breathe, your toes numb with pacing expectations,

the line break of controlled shadows. I had no time
for the disbelief of shadows and trees, the furrow
of my lost song. Have you held the air in the cusp

of a weighty knowing palm? Finished the blues,
the listless reds, grown unspeakable as cactus in a city
of sleeping cars glittered and bored with sunrise?
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POEMS

The words, the lines were broken--
Poetry does this, breaks us gloriously.
Sometimes, a poem tingles your head,
makes you dizzy, allows you to weep
middle-age, cry your lost images.
Each crack or sizzle moving down
your fingertips, the flesh of your triceps.
Eye sockets wide and unbearably alive.
This is what it means to be empty,
then filled inside. Poetry is the restless
shrieks of grackles, the way they flock
and ride an invisible roller coaster of air.
Miraculously dodging buildings, branches, wires.
As if the whole of life lay among sky and stars.
Poetry is the calm blue sky, a hawk
circling for prey. A bird on the horizon.
Some words are born portraits
of fire, earth and air. The way shame
can caw amid the garbled dissonance.
It is the tender spot at the back of your legs,
a swollen breast--It is need and release,
a gray bearded man with blackened teeth
or a child's first breath. How it is found and lost,
as everything is. How it is giving up,
then willing the universe to tickle your palm.
It is the slow crawl of a crab in a tank
at a restaurant, then a devouring buttered feast.
Poetry is a napkin of sin, the sainthood
of being young and proud again.
It can become your very breath,
the space you cling to until your death.
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LE CENTRE GEORGE POMPEDIEU

Kline brushed a woman blue.
She pressed against his canvass, wet,
pubic hair meshing into dry flatness.

A beast at a carnival.
She hangs here on the wall
with azure stubs for legs and arms.
The Silent Woman.

Agone's still waterfall, half-hidden,
fluid, warm. His fingers still pulse
on the brown canvass.

Matisse's blue lady cheers the room,
triangular, contorted. She is sliced
by white gaps. Her joints are mere space.
Her body held together by emptiness.
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REBORN

Gaia slaps wet hair against the century,
and we witness ripening angels. She
has stripped naked and bled. Her legs part
as more than mother. Her cries
orgasmic flutters, her lids half-open.

She kisses the lips of boys, resolves herself
in rebirth: there beyond the big-boned whore,
beyond callused hands of poor mothers.
Free of all crimes she ascends
as Christ, gives herself to bandits.

Hung on a steel cross in the hell of her mind:
Hear her praises, all the dispraises. The earth
tilts and her dizzy passions, her wild songs
flock across the sky as a spiral
of white-winged cranes.
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AN ARTIST'S LAMENT: MICHELANGELO'S DAVID

Only the streams of lit sky seem to deny
the self-pitied cries of storms. It is as if
the gray smoky sky has lifted and pulled
away. Ah David, half-nude and blind,
your wrist bent about a stone, well-tamed
limbs carved from faith: the low oboe moan
of sleep has me silent and hollow.
We half unlearn the unspoken rage
of clouds, the huff and whips of airy
solitude. Have you too hunted for lies?
Found brambles and sand? Who believes anything
without Caesar's laurels, the gold in his hands?
Alexander's blood-stained spear can pierce us
to disbelief Each breath whispers the brush
of leaves, an uncurdled cry mad and aflame.
David, why cause such aggravation?
Your stone rump marbled and cold Your left palm
a portrait of the sun. The chip
of sorrow's hard beauty honed.
Child-like praise glints after broken years.
It is in the losing odds, when eyes turn cold
as cloud-days, and yes, you too arose
from stone. Igneous black past, granite glow--
strife culls stars and moons in your sanded
sight. The sling-shot of hope hung loose
beside an abdomen, tight-drummed resolute.
Each cut blesses you gazed and adored.
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LAUGHTER AND FORGETTING

Mama told me not to kiss schizophrenics who pray
rosaries in a ghetto's sublime grief I lean into walls
of drugstores, count shampoo bottles, grab
what I need. Shampoo the dirty out of Mexican,

and he calls it the art of deception,
the art of the victim. I watch him clutch beads--
pray for a throne in heaven he will not deny.
I'm barefoot on pavement. It's good to be alive.

Subtlety--sometimes I just ain't got the time.
I listen to his folksy raw voice bent on soothing.
The hush of the forgotten poor cracks in his voice.
I am not quite whole, my mouth speaks what's left,

a border town: I screech half-voiceless of serapes,
shame.
He's lost on a smelly street, the garbage foul, wet.
I can't touch a surrenderless jaw. I point to rainbows.

He is so sad-eyed. Exiled on a street for the rest of life.
We wear hate deep in empty pockets.
How can I sing forgiveness when he stands arms
crossed, careless. Centuries run away he says.

Cast a jester, he pleads innocence
to non-existent virgins. The stench lonely
and unbearable.
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GLORY

Lonely in fear he talks me into two.
Eyes wild, voice shrill desire.
My own song too quiet.

We can't make love,
yet we sweat in shadows,
hate the sun's slow gaze.

The curtains have yellowed,
the yard has grown fallow.
I needed something less than glory,

less than singing his name.
I was mistaken for a silent tree,
leafless and too sturdy for Autumn.

Cacti spring to sky and lizards pant
on rocks a glistened gray.
Perhaps he will win the game of art?

Will he ever sing the invisible lull
of desert sands, the curtailed
songs dry on my tongue?
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PASSING A GRAVEYARD

You hiked to the graveyard-- the dry grasses
and caliche red beneath your feet.
There above the dead, the trees trimmed round
as planets, cells. Two piles of the emptied earth

removed, and the entrance sign sanguine: No Exit.
The dead you had known never rose. You breathed
Mozart, the rhythm of unseen things seen
as clouds on a horizon of loss.
You heard fluttered bursts of birds from trees--

Receded to murmurs, sung airy requiems,
lived as you longed to become joyous cries dying.
You moaned past your hurried passions,
caressed toppled white bulbs as the kissed
the ground.
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MOONBEAMS IN QUOTA

for Rachel and Albert Escamilla

I

There are no thieves in art,
no keys to the sky or the green shiver of leaves.
Innocence is the barefeet of brown children,
the slick sun-drenched need to drink
what is essential for the whole.
He was more than skin and bone, the thief,
there in the back corner of his studio.
There are no knaves in plays,
no trust on the thin river along the border.
Was it a trickster? The slick body
beneath the sun on a windless day
who stole some man's poetic fame?
The way the blue mountains bruised
the white-man's place.
The sky has fallen in the bandits craze,
the way the dragons of the castle storm
to the desert with a flashlight of taking
everything back. Who stole the moon?
Who bled Yeats, set Keats aflame
with a paint-brush in morning's night?
There in the corner of night, there in the whispered
call of centuries, who has everything?
Who has stuffed history in a pocket of greed?
The Rio Grande sparkles in moonbeams.
The rail-road tracks, the stench of sewage,
and the colored adobe houses. Who stole the sung stars,
the moaning sun? There in the corner of filth,
the man with burlap stubs for legs. He too keeps
great art from living. Genius is there hidden beneath his coat.
Who has stolen all the words, every five-beat line?

II
There, on the border in cardboard shanties,
the barefoot boy with a gun in his hand
stalks poetry in the dark?
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Who has given himself over to stealing songs?
In the desert, the way the leafless tumbleweeds roll
to a new place he/she has clipped the wings of art?
There in the cave, the bats bursting blindly flicker
of fire-light, the juadeno has eaten somebody's perfect sky!
Who has measured the rings of Saturn
with a slippery hand? Who has picked the pocket
of such unified whole?

Ill

Who has stolen the beginning, the whirlwind
of remembrance then forgetting?
Who has stolen the tears, the moan of living?
Who has held a gun to the poet's lip?
and rendered all breath cold?
Who has fist-fucked the delicate hymn of time?
Who has mystified the mystic? Who has deglorified beauty
with the hush of a thousand years? Who has drained the blood
out of every single living face? Who has speckled the asphalt
with the blood of the universal kings? Who has given birth to the beast?
Only the joy of singing to stars,
below such perfect heights.
Hidden there shap-shod and mad. He has stolen the only light,
hoarded the shadows hump-backed sad.
He has stolen every faith,
gulped all the water, sunk the Leviathan!
He has slothfully conquered all hills. He has smashed
every prism. He has no regrets,
She who has stolen Christ, killed the Madonna as a June-bug.
Who has stolen the cadaverous mouths of denial?
Who has smashed the face of Apollo? Did she kill every child?
Did she burn the books in a bon-fire of gloom?
Did she ignite the Arc of the Covenant? Did she horde dreams

in her corner? There beaten and blue, there with the ages
of beauty against her violent broken fist.
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IV

What is this? A lesser myth?
There, the one who murders
god with his androgynous twins, his buddha statue.

And yes, who has lifted the ground, quaked the mountains,
shifted Dante's ice? Who has stood aside laughing
as the fire died? Who alone has committed all crimes?
Yes. It was Juan, in his cut-offs,
skipping across the street with his drum.
Yes. It was Maria with her miles of sweat.
There, Ignacio has snuffed every paragraph
by picking up a pen.
Mario has quelched goodness in the desert
of his slick palm? There, Pablo has seduced us all.
Yes. Rita has sung of her father's shoes.
Manuel has ripped poetry from the sun.
The beast has buried the classics,
demolished each cathedral with his broken angry voice.
There, his clothes torn. That's the one,
the one who has undone the world.

She has slain all the empty space.
I saw her hung in the cold halls of learning
with a bandanna over her face. Her spirit rose
on the third day, her gaze washed in rivers of blue,
startled in waterfalls of foam. She shall be
redeemed in moonbeams and body.
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RUNNING
--for Sherman Alexie

If you run too far and fast in the sun
your body shuts down, grows cold.
It is then, that numbness sets in your joints.
You may find yourself cut on the pebbled ground.
And only a cool wet cloth placed on your red face
by another gives you an ability to see,
to rise and run again.

1976
I ran home, legs flailing, arms pumping,
sweat slick against thin shins.
I ran wildly and blue.
He called me a "dirty Mexican"
and the words stung as ice
in the hundred degree sun.

1983
I ran ten miles a day in the desert that year.
Crossed the border and drank tequila
with my friends We told the border patrol
we were Tanzanian and he frowned at our
poor humor. We piled out of the car
drunk and giggily.
Singing and running, that's what we did
along the Rio Grande's bank.

1984
I was the first and only Mexican-Pollock.
That's what the boys in their silk shorts said
when I ran circles around their hundred dollar
shoes. Too much depends on a name.
I never asked for the bastard's name.
It was thrust on me when I was six
by a man who left oblong bruises
on my mother's too soft pale arms.
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1986
The waitress in Lubbock slammed the coffee pot
on our table with the destructive force of some
ill-tempered loss? The college boys giggled,
called us dumb spics. Me and my polish name.
My father with coal black eyes always slapped at
Spanish, my mother's cumbia dance,
the way her and my grandmother swung
and sung too happy each Thanksgiving.

1990
I was running along a highway,
a beer bottle whistled past my ear.
A booming voice ordered me back
where I belong. I was told to go back,
back to Mexico, back to a dusty boxcar
where my grandma lived with 13 siblings
in the West Texas heat in 1926?

1998
The fat professor bellowed,
"You are white, goddammit, Your are white."
"Trying to get something for nothing," he snuffed.
Tenure goes to those who've never had to wait?
And it was an Indian poet,
who taught me,
it is best to be who Iam,
sing what I know.

1999
I have half-learned to unbreathe
from all this running. To and fro,
between borders, beneath naming, under a cross
or was it a war?
And I have forgotten my silent song this day!!
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I have found my cracked dry throat!
Nothing like an effigy of poems
burning in a stiffing box beneath
a painfully swollen perfect moon!

The way the smoke rises
as a signal, a warning, a beacon.
The way paper sparks, ignites, curls.
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DESIRE AND LIES

As a girl I genuflected before candles,
and Jesus' gray eyes followed me across
a pink room where rosary beads hung
across my mirror's corner. My own body

too distant to touch, and Danny's toned brown
abdomen seemed unreal. A white dress,
a communion of forgetting to breathe,
the way the veil covered my eyes,

blurred my vision into snowflakes, fractals.
Always fearing touch, a breath's tickle
against my ear. I clowned into the lush
tree leaves of new places. Years later, I regret

Danny's thin waist, the way his hips
went untouched, how sweat would trickle
down the small of his back. How the sun,
the canyon, the cacti all called me to run.

My eyes were on the sky, an idea, vacant
and untouchable each morning, and time passed
into more and more lies. I feel my ovaries wither,
and each woman's breasts bobbing this winter!

My father's penis hushed trust back in 1976.
Sometimes earth, sun and sky are not enough
to keep us alive. A flurry of rushed and tangled words,
rich linguistic wit: such things leave me broken and used.

I've had my share of forgetfulness, and now, I need
to kiss a woman's left breast, gaze on her lashes,
the way they close to the incalculable madness
of atoms, movement, and stillness. All reason hushed

against this pale need to be alive and tangible. I know
a woman whose eyes are fear-streaked. Her throat
lumps with unmet desire, her white fingers twitch.
Pain and glory breathe and die in each frenzied
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love poem. I watch her blonde hair shag,
imagine her licking her lips. Life is like this need?
I desire more than daffodils, magnolias, and shadows,

or the desert sand burning into my skin.
I would rather know the arch in her back,
the way her toes point into her sheets,
or perhaps feel the tightening of her thighs,

than write poems for gods of air and solitude.
Poetry, it seems, is the art of crestfallen desire,
it is a crow with a broken wing, marching proudly
amidst the playful jaunts of squirrels.
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POESIA DE MAQUILADORA

I am swept into a sadness, still
and unspeakable in sterile rooms, where
men might as well wear white coats
and drink my breath from stethescopes.

They were so happy to show us
the habits of locusts. Drain blood
into plastic bags of their manufacturing.
Tell us, Latin-- was it what they
assumed it was--broken language,
poetry of a lesser nature, a wound?

The way my knees
brown and hard slammed hard
in the fall from what was left of grace.

My eyes shrunk to slits, my only
salvation came in the flight of grackles,
the way the moon swelled striped
with red-orange light.

It has rained more this spring.
I am sick of having to watch what I say.
The grackles have beaten the songs down
with their desperate caws.
The tree branches scream too, now.

The most intelligent doctors walk
through their patients. Assume a sickness.
My mind has pleated itself
in a veil of shadows.
My body is fading
back to an invisible border.
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Jorie Graham's "The Guardian Angel of the Little
Utopia": The Truth of Mystery

Jorie Graham's "The Guardian Angel of the Little Utopia" is a powerfully

emotional poem which addresses our human desire to supplant the particular in a

vision of universal order. Graham's images seem to play with our own desire to

see the world and the universe in a pattern of linear thought and understanding. In

The Given and the Made Helen Vendler argues that Graham is a philosophical

poet who grapples with the body and its long perceived separation from the other,

whether it be nature (sunlight) or another human being. Graham's poem satirizes

our contemporary desire to mold the universe, society and ourselves into

perfection. She says in this poem that there is no utopia other than acceptance,

praise, and transformation.

The first few lines of the poem point to a theme which Graham plays

extensively with sunlight. The speaker grapples with her desire to arrange nature

and the body in order to make a place of reasonable understanding or clarity:

Shall I move the flowers again?

Shall I put them further to the left

into the light?

Will that fix it, will that arrange the

thing?

Yellow sky.
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While the "yellow sky" conjures images of beauty, akin to a sunset or sunrise, it is

also unnerving because the sky is reduced to an object or a "thing" to be arranged.

The fact that the sky is yellow rather than a peaceful blue is also disturbing.

Part of what is unsettling is the implied anthropocentrism, the notion that the

world is there largely to be objectified and manipulated by human beings. The next

lines return to the particular:

Faint cricket in the dried-out brush.

As I approach, my footfall in the leaves

drowns out the cricket-chirping I was

coming close to hear ...

Yellow sky with black leaves rearranging it.

The poets own footfalls drown out the natural sounds. Her own steps against the

leaves are limited. The black leaves are also disturbing in the same manner to the

yellow sky because usually leaves are green, yellow or red. Even in death leaves

are brown. Here, the black leaves are awkwardly "rearranging" the yellow sky.

The reader finds herself in a whirlwind of playful cosmic jilting. Yet, in reality

there is no mockery of the elements; the satire falls on the speaker, the reader, and

their perceptions. The self-importance of the human mind seems to be played with

and humored. The phrase "I was/ coming closer to hear" and the following

ellipses move the reader and the speaker into the past. Once again our human

desire to control nature is thwarted and mocked by the natural world and time.

She returns to the "yellow sky with black leaves rearranging it." One thinks of

Einstein's theory of relativity, and his own sense of genius as a child-like curiosity

rather than a "controlling" of the elements. Such curiosity is an acceptance of
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change and a non-linear reality based on perception.

The Guardian Angel of the Little Utopia is rich with images and

metaphors which challenge the concept of control or arrangement of the natural

world by human beings. We have the awkward yellow sky and the blackened

leaves. There is no mention of rain or nightfall causing the leaves to become.black,

and it seems that death is the cause of the loss of color.

The displacement of our general conceptual thinking (metaphorically)

is disconcerting in a curious way. The speaker sees the yellow sky being

rearranged by the leaves rather than the reverse. It is as if the reader is caught

between his or her human expectations, and the poet's reversal of those

expectations.

The speaker places herself indoors which is quite unexpected as well.

There is a sense of displacement and insignificance which the speaker grapples

with. The pane separates her from nature. This pane could reflect her "pain" at the

separation.

but anyway I am indoors, of course, and there is a pane, here,

and I have arranged the flowers for you

again.

The pane then can be viewed as a pun on pain. The poet finds herself longing for

more of a connection to the natural world, and she indicates her discomfort over

her role as manipulator, yet there is something that continuously draws her to the

aesthetic arrangement. Who is the second person? The reader? Graham has taken

the power of language and the power of the pane metaphor to complicate our

notion that we can control the natural world. Graham as poet is rearranging

something for us as readers.
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again. Have taken the dead cordless ones, the yellow bits past

apogee,

the faded cloth, the pollen-free abandoned marriage-hymn

back out, leaving the few crisp blooms to swagger, winglets, limpid

debris ...

The cordless flowers, the yellow bits are past their blooming time. The cloth is

losing its color, and the pollen-free marriage-hymn has been abandoned. The word

cordless shows that the flowers, despite their arrangement by her hands, are not

mechanical appliances.

It has all gone "back out." Once again the outdoors is contrasted with the

indoors. It is as if the wonder of the outdoors evades our human will to control.

The ellipses here follow the word "debris." As if the indoors, the flowers, and the

marriage-hymn have all discovered their inevitable end: decay and death. She once

again questions her human will to control, her desire to rearrange things, yet notes

only the humans have an understanding of death.

Shall I arrange these few remaining flowers?

Shall I rearrange these gossamer efficiencies?

Please don't touch with me with your skin.

Please let the thing evaporate.

Please tell me clearly what it is.

The poet and his/her need to rearrange things has focused on the outdoors,

as if staying indoors and touching another would burn. Graham has moved to a

place of loss over the speaker's inability to control or perceive with any truth in the

universe. With the onslaught of quantum physics and the movement for

deconstruction and depriviledging in our own time, the poem begs for evaporation,
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disappearance into the natural world rather than analysis or control over it. The

yellow sky in its awkwardness and disorientation speaks of confusion and a lack of

a known unified truth.

Please tell me clearly what it is.

the party is so loud downstairs, bristling with souvenirs.

It's a philosophy of life, of course,

drinks fluorescent, whips of syntax in the air

above the heads-- how small they seem from here,

the bobbing universal heads, stuffing the void with eloquence,

and also tiny merciless darts

of truth.

The speaker seems to shun the loud party, the philosophy of life haunts her

more than the ineffable yellow sky. The "whips of syntax in the air above the

heads" plays on the way language falls short sometimes when it comes to

communication. The different perceptions and life experiences of the speakers and

listeners are merely whips in the air. Nothing is really completely understood with

the flair of syntax and knowledge, and the reader wonders what is small: the bits

of syntax or the "universal heads." The "bobbing universal heads" is both as

insignificant and as significant as the flowers.

The whole of Western understanding has come to be questioned at the close of the

twentieth century. The whole vision of truth and understanding, the belief that one's

knowledge rings as Baptist bells is mocked. Aesthetic beauty "drinks fluorescent" and

stuffs "the void with eloquence." While the flowers represent an aesthetically pleasing

arrangement, the idea of truth is presented as tiny merciless darts rather than a holistic

philosophy of reality.
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Graham continues this line of argument in the following lines:

of truth. It's pulled on tight, the air they breathe and rip.

It's like a prize the way it's stretched on tight

over the voices, keeping them intermingling, forcing the breaths to

marry, marry,

cunning little hermeneutic cupola,

dome of occasion in which the thoughts re-

group, the footprints stall and gnaw in tiny ruts,

the napkins wave, are waved, the honeycombing

thoughts are felt to dialogue, a form of self-

congratulation, no?, or is it suffering? I'm a bit dizzy from the

altitude of everlastingness,

The party-goers andtheir syntactical view of truth or of their ability to rip

air part contrasts sharply with the speaker's desire to evaporate and disappear.

gets the sense of a loud party where there is the bellowing desire to dissect the

universe with words like "deconstruction," "Marxism," "feminism," and

"canonical."

The idea of marriage represents that the speaker notes our human desire

to see the air or our very breaths unite with one another in the midst of our

unavoidable separateness as human beings. Each line of the poem pushes

thought, pushes and distorts our expectation of wisdom, truth and vision. The

little utopia of our righteous knowledge is small rather than large. The footprints

stall and gnaw in tiny ruts. The characters (bobbing universal heads) are going

nowhere.
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The second and third stanzas continue in their disillusionment and agony

reflected in the pane/pain. The poet feels dizzy herself, engaging in the

rearrangement of things:

they will come up here soon, and need a setting for their fears,

and loves, and architecture for their evolutionary

morphic needs-- what will they need if I don't make the place?--

what will they know to miss?, what cry out for, what feel the bitter

restless irritations

for? A bit dizzy from the altitude of everlastingness,

the tireless altitudes of the created place,

in which to make a life-- a liberty-- the hollow, fetishized, and starry place,

Graham points to our Western fears of death. Our history of believing in the

eternal nature of our individual souls which supposedly died with Darwin and

Nietzche still beats at parties of intellectuals with a "morphic" desire to build

eternity, a place to rant their restless irritation with living in the midst of often

disparate perceptions. The poet feels the pressure to create a controlled

environment the party-goers need The next line speaks of the illusion of

knowledge: "what will they know to miss?, what cry out for, what feel the bitter

restless irritations for? "Is Graham noting the partygoers fear of emotions and

negative capability or her own bitter sense of loss? Will the party-goers miss

certain things unconsciously? There is a restless talking, a grasping for bits of air
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is something which the speaker appears to have grown tired of, and she sees this as

a "hollow, fetishized, and starry place,/ a bit of gossamer with dream, a vortex of

evaporations". Although the place she resides in creatively is starry and beautiful it

is also empty and fetishized. The act of creation is a paradox for Graham. The

arrangement of the flowers is both aesthetically appealing, yet empty. She dreads

the partygoers return to her downstairs, and the "pain" which comes with it.

Graham's speaker sees life a liberty which the talkers make hollow:

oh little dream, invisible city, invisible hill

I make here on the upper floors for you--

down there, where you are entertained, where you are passing

time, there's glass and moss on air,

there's the feeling of being numerous, mouths submitting to air, lips

to protocol,

The poet's "I" comes into play here, and she seems to know hers is a place

of entertaining, helping create a little puzzle of distorted images and perceptions

where once can get lost as in a game of hide and seek. The ability to use language

as mystifier, and the silly will we force upon things in an effort to grow numb and

heavy-headed in intellectual blindness are all called into question:

The protocol of the intellegencia and dreams of sense, tongues, hinges,

forceps clicking

in anticipation of... as if the moment, freeze-burned by

accuracies--of

could be thawed open into life again
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by gladness, by rectitude--no,no--by the sinewy efforts at

sincerity--can you feel it gliding round you,

The freeze-burn of language, including poetic language and the poetic image,

cannot replace life itself. The once Modern avant-garde idea of artifice can never

replace or capture the essence of living. Keat's lovers on the Grecian Urn will

never love. The whole idea of the word "accuracies" has been played with and

questioned throughout the poem to this point. The protocolled policing of art in

the academy, and the separations indexed into theory and self-congratulatory IQ

cannot "thaw open into life again." Our sinewy (muscled) effort to grapple with

the essence of living are in a sense unreal:

--can't you feel it gliding round you,

mutating, yielding the effort-filled phrases of your talk to air,

compounding, stemming them, honeyopening-open the sheerest

innuendoes till

the rightness seems to root, in the air, in the compact indoor sky,

The passing of being alive is creeping past all of our talk.

In the opening of the second stanza the speaker said, "Please don't touch

me with your skin." Was it truly her desire to evaporate? Here, in the sixth stanza

she states that the rest, the outdoors, the yellow sky falls away:

and the rest. all round, feels like desert, falls away,

and you have the sensation of muscular timelines,

and you feel the calligraphic in you reach out like a soul

into the midst of others, in conversation,

gloved by desire, into the tiny carnage
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of opinions.. .. So dizzy. Life buzzing beneath me

The poet presents an image of muscular timelines, the body has found itself

degenerating in the ethereal conversation. Once again the word dizzy is used to

convey a sense of being overwhelmed with the overload of tiny bits of information.

The buzz beneath her, the honeycombing thoughts, the busy-bee unrest of thinking

leaves her to state:

though my feeling says the hive is gone, queen gone,

the continuum continuing beneath, busy earnest, in con-

conversation. Shall I prepare? Shall I put this further

to the left, shall I move the light, the point-of-view, the shades

are drawn, to cast a glow resembling disappearance, slightly red

will that fix it, will that make clear the task, the trellised

ongoingness

The idea of ornamental logic is shaded; the queen bee has left the

conversation it seems. She dreads the small purposes of the partygoers arguments.

Graham seems to have moved beyond argument, moved beyond the idea of

the object and the objectified thing, run past the boxed purposes of feigned

understanding to the disturbing yellow sky:

and all these tiny purposes, these parables, this marketplace

of tightening truths?

Oh knit me that am crumpled dust,

the heap is all dispersed, Knit me that am. Say therefore. Say

philosophy and mean by that the pane.
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Let us look out again. The yellow sky.

with black leaves rearranging it.

Jorie Graham seems to have turned linear thought on its head. She seems

to have flown to the sky in this one poem with a beauty and raw simplicity which is

masked in all the complexity of academic double-talk. The title leaves me

wondering if Graham sees herself as the queen-bee, the one which has gone into

the yellow sky and has decided to rearrange the black leaves. The poet plays with

language always with a sense of unreality, a blurred vision of things. I see this

poem as a masterful work of transformation. Graham transfigures language,

transmutes it into the ethereal desperation it truly is, a point-of-view, a bit of

yellow sky.

The hermeneutics of this, the deconstruction of that, the politicized rants of

our human suffering suffering are painful things for her, yet the partygoers require

her arrangements.

Jorie Graham is truly a poet in every sense of the word. The Eastern

philosopher Lao Tzu said something like this:

He who speaks knows not.

He who knows not speaks.

Although Graham seems to see the little utopia of the erudite conversations, the

speaker in this poem is silent and dizzy rather than talking with the universal heads

below.

In the second stanza the speaker herself begs, "Please tell me clearly what it

is." She herself admits she has "made the upper floor for you. / Down there,

where you are entertained where you are passing/ time." For the poet and for the
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